
        CORONA VIRUS LOCAL ASSISTANCE          

Role of Area Representatives 

We are asking some of you who have volunteered to help the local community to 
become Area Representatives for your neighbourhood within Eton. We have 
worked out an approach which we think will continue to be effective when some of 
us are not well, which unfortunately is likely to happen over the coming months.  

To start with, we are asking Area Reps to maintain a list of people (with their 
contact details) who have asked for help in their area and to provide the information 
to a small group who will operate a “central hub” for Eton. Please note that it is still 
possible for those who are confined to home to perform the role of an Area Rep. 

Using the principle “local for local” support, we hope to allocate volunteers to 
deliver to those in need within their local neighbourhood as far as possible.  The list 
of volunteers is held centrally, so the “hub” will allocate volunteers to deliver from 
local stores to those who have asked for help. Individuals themselves will need to 
contact the stores (by phone) to order and pay for their goods in advance of 
delivery.  

We propose that each area of Eton will have about 3 Area Reps who will share an 
email address for that area. We have set up emails starting as follows: 
area1@etoncorona.com; area2@etoncorona.com; etc. one of which will be allocated 
to each neighbourhood area within Eton. (In addition to the 15 email addresses, 
there is one phone number for the whole of Eton only intended for use by those 
who have no email address. That will be issued on the yellow cards hand-posted to 
residents (see below).  

We will be putting yellow cards through the letterbox of every household – see 
attached. Each yellow card will need to have the names of the three Area Reps and 
the neighbourhood-specific allocated email address added, either by us or by you.   

We hope anyone who has decided to or needs to stay at home will let you know by 
email. That will enable you to be aware of those in need of support in your area. As 
time goes on, we think most people in your area will link with you. 

This system is likely to evolve over time and we are open to your suggestions.  
Please contact us at hubsupport@etoncorona.com    

Thank you once again for stepping forward to help the local community. 
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